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Editor’s Message:

Important Notice
Although the USPS announced small rate increases for first class letters
and post cards, the domestic rates for “over sized” 81⁄2 x 11 envelopes doubled
to $1.14 per item and the foreign rates, which vary from continent to continent,
are now close to $3 per item. These rates are prohibitive and together with
printing the newsletter in full color, the total costs of producing and distributing
the newsletter has cut too deeply into my philatelic budget.
However, rather than discontinue the publication, I have arranged to place
the newsletter on the SCC website at: WWW.SCC-ONLINE.ORG where it will
be available to anyone who accesses it. The publication can be downloaded and
printed out. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that a number of the files are
rather large and if you do not have access to a high speed Internet connection,
the downloads can be very slow. Printed newsletters will be available on request
for this and the November issues; thereafter printed copies will be available
only to philatelic libaries and readers who do not have access to a high speed
connection and a nearby philatelic library. Without your generous contributions,
for which I am very grateful, I would have had no choice other than to shut
down this literary experiment even before the upgrade to full color.
We wish to acknowledge with thanks recent contributions from Albert
Aldham, Frank Baze, Gerald Winerman, and Anselmo Gonzales of Argentinia.
Among the letters of praise, Gerald Winerman wrote, “Thanks to you and all
your helpers for your work on The Finnish Philatelist.”
With this issue we begin a short series of advanced articles by Heikki
Reinikainen on certain technical aspects of the printing and perforations of the
M/1889 issues. I think you will find the articles well written and infomrative.
Surely you will have some of the common lower valued penni stamps in your
collection and these articles should help you identify some of the printings,
emissions and shades. Good hunting.

TFP Printer:
Alphagraphics
10800 Alpharetta Highway
Roswell, GA 30076
Manuscripts for publication are welcome. Send
all material to the Editor. While due care will be
taken, no responsibility is accepted for material
submitted. All manuscripts are subject to editing
at the discretion of the staff.
TFP is not copyrighted. Articles may be reprinted
without permission from the Editor. However,
attribution of TFP and the original source, if appropriate, is requested.

1915 Red Cross label overprinted on 10 penni 1911 Norma PK 35 stationery card. These
cards are not known postally used. Collection of Anselmo Gonzales. See page 12.
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Fun with Finnish First Day Covers – 18
By Alan Warren

Our featured stamp on first day cover
this time was issued May 1, 1940 to mark
the tercentenary of the founding of the
University of Helsinki in 1640 in Turku.
In that year it began as a Swedish university
and was known as the Royal Academy of
Turku. Following the War of Finland it was
renamed in 1809 as the Imperial Academy
of Turku.
In 1828 the university was moved to
Helsinki where it was again renamed, this
time as the Imperial Alexander University
of Finland. Finland achieved independence
in 1917 and two years later the institution
was renamed the University of Helsinki.
Today it is widely know for its emphasis
on scientific research. It has a staff of 7,600
and student body of 38,000, and operates
facilities at twenty different locations in
Finland.
The stamp’s design is based on
an artist’s rendition of one of the main
buildings in 1832. At the time of issue the
2 Fmk value paid the first weight step for a
letter up to 20 g. This rate changed a month
and a half later to 2.75 Fmk. The 2 Fmk rate
also applied to other Nordic countries such
as the two examples shown to Sweden.
One example, Figure 1, has a general
purpose boxed text cachet with “First Day
Cover” in four languages. The cover to
Stockholm, Figure 2, bears an unofficial
cancel at Lohja and a rubber stamp SL
cachet in English. The FDC to the United
States, Figure 3, also has a general purpose
cachet of the Finnish flag. The two printed
general purpose cachets are similar to those
shown for the Fatherland issue in the May
2007 issue of TFP.
The rate to foreign countries at the time
of issue was 3.50 Fmk, requiring a pair of
the new stamps on the cover sent to the
USA.
Thus the cover is overpaid. From
this point on there will be growing interest
in the use of cachets on FDCs and seeking
unofficial cancels from towns other than
Helsinki.
Figure 1, Top. Figure 2, Middle and
Figure 3, Bottom.
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Finland Auctions
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By Jeffrey Stone

The
following
excellent
facilities.
notes are compiled at
Viewing is on the two
the suggestion of the
days prior to the sale
Editor and are based
and on the day itself.
on my own personal
The auction is conducted
experience of both
without a break over some
buying and selling
seven hours and although
Finnish stamps in
it is conducted in Finnish,
Finland, mostly from
there is no difficulty for
a distance. Philately in
the non-Finnish speaker
Finland is supported
in following the bidding.
by a vigorous auction
Every lot is illustrated
scene, with auctions
together with the lot
organised in several
number on a large screen.
different ways; in the
Moreover, each raise in
traditional form of
the bidding immediately
public or floor auctions,
appears on screen. Postal
as postal auctions and
bidding is, of course,
also on-line. I will
factored into the process
The Kaj Hellman viewing room is always crowded with collectors from Finland
mention only those and abroad looking over some of the 1600 items offered for sale. Just which items prior to commencement
which take place on a to bid on is always a difficult decision when there are so many gorgeous items and is reflected in the
regular basis, at least to choose from.
opening price of any lot. I
annually.
have not attended any other
The best known auction house is Hellman Auctions Ltd1, public auction in Finland, so the notes which follow are based
with an international clientele of vendors and buyers. Sales on my experience as a postal bidder.
are held twice-yearly comprising some 1800 lots with reserves
Merkki-Albert2 held his 33rd public auction in Helsinki in
ranging from 20 Euros to upwards of 15000 Euros. About two March 2007. They are also held twice yearly and offer some
thirds of the lots are of Finnish material, covering just about 1600 lots with reserves mostly below 100 Euros. A very large
every aspect and particularly rich in classical Finland. The proportion of lots are of Finland, often with a large section of
catalogue is available on-line some three weeks before the postcards. The catalogue is available on line and hard copies
date of the auction, with highlights similarly available several are circulated as an insert in Filatelisti, the journal of the
weeks beforehand.
Philatelic Federation of
Hard copies of the
Finland, but they are also
catalogues are mailed a
mailed overseas on request.
month or so in advance.
The catalogue has subThe catalogue are
headings in English and
very well produced,
is extensively illustrated
liberally illustrated
in colour. For anyone in
in colour, with
Helsinki during the week
descriptions of nonprior to a sale, viewing is at
Finnish lots in English
the firm’s newly refurbished
and with English
retail outlet.
translations of some
The Turku-based firm
of the descriptions of
of Suomen Filateliapalvelu
better early Finland
Oy 3 celebrated its tenth
lots. They are well
anniversary in 2007 with
worth retaining for
an auction in Helsinki, at
reference purposes.
the same venue as Hellman
The auctions take
Auctions. [comment on
place at a very central
possibility of future such
location in Helsinki, Once the auction begins, the excitiment grows; the bidding is quick and often auctions] This firm has
in
comfortable intense among the one hundred or more stamp and cover enthusiasts hoping to pioneered on-line philatelic
add a special item to enhance an album page or an exhibit.
surroundings with
auctions in Finland. These
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were lots with reserves as low as 10 Euros,
with a great many lots below 50 Euros.
There are a number of philatelic
societies which run postal or public
auctions, including two which publish
their own journal and circulate their auction
lists as inserts. Suomen Postimerkkilehti is
published six times a year by Suomen
Filatelistiseura8 in Helsinki and it usually
includes an auction list of several hundred
lots with reserves from 5 Euros upwards.
The preamble and sub-headings are repeated
in English. Abophil is published six times a
year in Turku, by Turun Postimerkkikerho9
and usually contains an auction of several
hundred lots, often with good selections
of postcards. It is possible to join these
societies thereby ensuring regular receipt
of the journals; also by payment of a
supplementary fee, to receive Filatelisti
ten times a year including auction inserts
In addition to his twice yearly auctions, Harri Kuusisto is also the proprietor of the newly
in some issues. The current subscription
renovated and expanded Merkki-Albert stamp shop located in the heart of Helsinki. This
shop offers a wide variety of material appealing to collectors of all levels of interest, His to Suomen Filatelistiseura, for example,
extensive selection of reasonably priced covers on all post classic issues and postal history with the supplementary subscription, is
specialities warrant your visit when traveling to Helsinki.
78 Euros.
I am frequently surprised by the very
are held four times a year, with some 1600 lots of both Finland
large
total
number
of
lots
offered regularly in postal auctions
and non-Scandinavian material and with reserves from 20 Euros
organised
through
other
philatelic
societies in Finland. The
upwards.
10
most
recent
list
from
Vaasan
Filatelistit
offers 3177 lots
4
Keralia Stamps used to hold postal auctions by mailed
in
a
72-page
colour
catalogue.
Almost
as
impressive in
catalogue but changed to on-line auctions in 2005 and these are
terms
of
volume
is
the
latest
catalogue
from
Valkeakosken
now held annually. In 2007, they offered some 1500 lots, mainly
11
Filatelistit
with
2906
lots,
whilst
a
list
this
year
from
Kouvolan
Finland and the Baltic countries, with on-line images of most
Postimerkkikerho
offers
no
less
than
5097
lots
packed
into
5
lots. Sinetti-Posti is another auction accessible only through
12
a
48-page
catalogue.
A
list
from
Oulun
Postimerkkikerho
the web, offering many small items, particular postcards, with
contained 1937 lots including a strong section of postcards.
greater frequency.
13
There are many postal auctions in Finland, but one of them Tampereen Filatelistiseura offered 1815 lots earlier this year
is much more frequent than all of the others. Keräilyuutiset6 with many reserves less than 5 Euros and a big14section of single
is the title of a Finnish-language philatelic journal published line cancels, whilst Lahden Postimerkkikerho listed 1232 lots
seven times a year. In every issue, some 27 of the 55 pages are with large sections of booklets and Kenttäposti. Only a small
devoted to a postal auction consisting of several hundred lots proportion of the lots in these sales is likely to be classical
of predominantly Finnish stamps, often with very good classic Finland. Much of the material on offer is relatively modern, but
Finland, and including a shorter “small sales” list of fixed-price sometimes quite specialised e.g. post-1930 definitives.
The smaller Finnish auctions are, understandably, written
items which are sold on a first-come first-served basis. The list
entirely
in Finnish, occasionally with some additional Swedish.
is well illustrated in colour. There is no internet access in any
In
practice,
comprehension is not impossible for the nonform to this auction so that it is essential to subscribe to the
Finnish
speaker.
Few of us collect the entire spectrum of Finnish
journal (48 Euros to Europe and 55 Euros beyond Europe). The
philately
and
it
does
not take long to identify sub-headings in
lot descriptions make no concessions to non-Finnish speakers
Finnish
which
are
relevant
to one’s own interests, e.g. “Ehiöt”
who may occasionally be at a disadvantage in not being able
=
postal
stationery.
Descriptions
of stamps are brief, sufficient
to communicate by telephone for the fixed-price items, but
to
identify
the
stamp
and
to
indicate
condition, and not difficult
bids for both parts of the auction can be placed by fax or mail.
to
understand
with
the
help
of
a
Finnish-English
dictionary.
There is no buyers’ commission in this auction.
Descriptions
of
postal
history
items
can
be
more
problematic.
In
7
Käpylän Merkki Oy has organised seven postal auctions
the
past,
auction
houses
in
Finland
have
issued
lists
of
philatelic
in recent years, sometimes in association with other stamp firms
such as Järvenpää Filateliapalvelu Oy which also has a retail terms and abbreviations translated into English, which it might
outlet in central Helsinki. The lists are circulated as inserts in be worth reprinting in TFP.
All Finnish auction catalogues are, of course, priced in
Filatelisti. More than 700 lots of Finland material were in the
Euros,
so bidders from outside the Euro currency zone have
most recent list which included some 1100 lots in total. There
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to decide how they can best effect payment. Invoices are
usually despatched to successful bidders with a bank transfer
slip attached, although bank transfers in Euros from UK banks
are expensive, unfortunately. A common feature of the lotting
procedure in Finland is the use of reserves, not estimates. All
bidders normally receive a list of unsold lots after the sale has
closed. These are offered at reserve on a first-come first-served
basis foe a short specified period.
I have most experience, inevitably, of those auctions
which seem to match my own collecting interests and budget.
No doubt, the above is an incomplete record and I hope that
other collectors of Finland will add to the list of contacts and
correct any errors.
Footnotes
1
Hellman Auctions Ltd., P.O. Box 1, FIN-20611 ESPOO,
Finland; www.kajhellman.fi; Kaj.Hellman@kajhellman.fi
2
Merkki-Albert Huutokaupat, PL 6, FI-40521 JYVÄSKLÄ,
Finland; www.merkkialbert.fi; auction@merkkialbert.fi.
3
Suomen Filateliapalvelu Oy, PL 647, 20701 TURKU,
Finland; www.filateliapalvelu.com; myynti@filateliapalvelu.
com.

Karelia Stamps, 81720 LIEKSA, Finland;
www.kerailija.net/auction/eng/; yllapito@kerailija.net.
5
Sinetti-Posti, PL 117, 04401 Järvenpää, Finland;
jokke@sinettiposti.com.
6
Keräilyuutiset, Krootilankatu 6, 32800 Kokemäki,
Finland.
7
Käpylän Merkki Oy, Pohjolankatu 1, 00610 Helsinki,
Finland; www.kapylanmerkki.fi; myynti@kapylanmerkki.fi.
8
Suomen Filatelistiseura, Lauttasaarentie 39 A 18, 00200
Helsinki, Finland.
9
Turun Postimerkkikerho, Jösse Sakon katu 8 A 73, 20610
Turku, Finland.
10
Anders Willför, Pitkänlahdenkatu 24 B 13, 65100
VAASA, Finland.
11
Pauli ja Outi Karjalainen, Särpimäenkatu 3, 37600
Valkeakoski, Finland.
12
Ilkka Salonen, Lyytinkuja 14, 90540 Oulu, Finland.
13
Mika Niininen, PL 42, 33711 Tampere, Finland.
14
Hannu Massinen, Purokatu 27, 15200 Lahti, Finland.
4

Wartime FDCs on Obsolete Saarinen Cards
Several readers have recently inquired of me about
these 1942/43 unusual German language FD cards printed
on the message side of obsolete 10 penni Saarinen cards.
Neither card is postally used. The first card shows the 1942
two stamp set commemorating 300 years of book printing
in Finland, Scott 241-242. The second set of stamps are
semi-postals with a surcharge for the National Relief Fund,
Scott B58-59.
Does anyone know who prepared these cards? During
the 1941-44 period, were other German language FD cards
prepared on Saarinen stationery cards? Are any of the FD
cards known postally used? Were these cards prepared for
German stamp dealers? Suddenly several of these items have
surfaced on the Internet and we are interested to know more
about them. Can you help? Please contact the Editor.

Both unaddressed FD cards were cancelled at Helsinki. The cards are nicely designed and professionally printed.
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Rauma Censor Stamps Nos. 1 and 2 EKUs Reported

Figure 1. October 29, 1914 is now EKU for Rauma censor stamp No. 1.

Figure 2. The EKU for censor stamp No. 2 has been advanced to November 21, 1914.

Rauma, a small seaport town of
less than 9,000 residents located on the
Gulf of Bothnia between Turku and Pori,
was perhaps the smallest censor office
employing fewer than 10 censors. The
Rauma office used just seven main censor
stamps. The main type censor stamps are
common, but nonetheless difficult to find.
The sub-types are all very rare (RR, 5 or less
known) or rare (R, 6-15 known) except for
CS No. 5, CM No. 2 and CS No. 7, CM No.
4. Covers sent to foreign destinations with
a Rauma censor mark are very rare, but see
Figure 3, below.
Recently, Danish collector Jon Iversen
discovered two earliest known usages
(EKU) for Rauma censor stamps (CS), Nos.
1 and 2. One EKU discovery for Rauma
is noteworthy, two reflects considerable
knowledge and a remarkable eye for the
unusual.
For CS No. 1, the previous EKU was
November 8, 1914. Jon Iversen’s find,
Figure 1, advances the date nearly two
weeks to October 29th. For CS No. 2, the
previously reported EKU was December
8, 1914 and this latest discovery advances
the date nearly three weeks to November
21, 1914. Theoretically, both of these dates
could be further advanced, but we do not
have any definitive information when these
marks were delivered to the Rauma office.
Jorma Keturi and Teuvo Termonen report
that a censor strip was used at Rauma nine
days prior to the opening of the censor
office. Therefore it may be possible to find
other censor marks used at Rauma even
before October 25th. These possibilities are
the lure for collecting Finnish censorship.
Figure 3, left. During the first months of
censorship an order was sent to all post
offices to direct all foreign bound mail to the
Tornio censor office. Nevertheless this card,
postmarked Rauma, 12. XI. 14, to Stockholm
was passed by the Rauma censor office, CS No.
2. and apparently sent directly without passing
through the Tornio censor office. Of course, it is
possible that the card was directed to Tornio but
it was not transit cancelled or again reviewed by
the censors. It is very unusual to find items sent to
foreign destinations without a censor mark from
one of the censor offices designated to examine
out bound mail. During the period of censorship
in Finland, Tornio, Helsinki and Wyborg were the
major offices censoring foreign bound mail.

Roger Quinby
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Fake Helsinki Cancellation on Pristine 7 Ruble Ring Pair

Figure 1. This beautiful 7 ruble ring pair was “cancelled”
with the bogus canceller pictured in Figure 2 on the right.

A pristine pair of 7 ruble 1891 ring stamps with a perfectly
centered cancellation showing the town and date is valued from
400 to 500 Euros. Items such as these are infrequently offered
by the Finnish auction houses, but should one become available,
it would attract aggressive bidding. However, more often than
not, when we examine items of such apparent beauty, we must
take a second look. Here we must examine the cancellation and
ask if it is genuine, after cancelled or a forgery. This pair is
cancelled at Helsinki, 9.III.98, with a typical trilingual Russian
type canceller.
The stamps are genuine, but the cancellation is fraudulent.
This 27 mm bridge cancellation is known on the 1889 and
1891 issues. The outer frame between the letters H and N on
the left at approximately 9 o’clock is missing. Also missing are
the horizontal lines forming the bridge. None of the Helsinki
trilingual cancellers pictured in Suomen Postileimojen Käsikirja
IV, Venäläisleimat (Handbook of the Finnish Postmarks IV, the
Russian Type cancellers) match the cancellation on the 7 ruble
ring pair.

Figure 2. The actual size of this bogus cancellation is 27 mm, the same
size as most genuine Helsinki trilingual cancellers. In the Forgery
Reference Manual, the cancel was enlarged to 32 mm in diameter.

A mint, never hinged 7 ruble ring pair in excellent condition
is a significant item that would be proudly displayed in a
traditional exhibit of these issues. They are priced 25-35%
more than the a cancelled pair so the obvious question comes
to mind, why did the devious and scheming perpetrator of this
fraud significantly devalue the pair by impressing on it a bogus
postmark? Possibly at the time of the knavery there were very
few genuine cancelled pairs in circulation and he may have
thought the rarity factor of the cancellation would improve its
value. Of course, the opposite occurred and the pair stands as
another example of misguided greed.
For further information on the fakes and forgeries of
Finnish stamps, cancellations and covers we again refer our
readers to the amply illustrated three volume set: Finland,
Reference Manual of Forgeries, by Juhani Olamo, published
by Helsingfors Frimärkssamlare Förening r.f., 1998-2003. The
set is now out of print but they have been offered at several
recent Kaj Hellman auctions. This set of reference books are
an essential addition to your Finnish philatelic library.
Roger Quinby

From Flaka via Lemland, Åland Islands to Seattle, then Anacortes, Washington

From Flaka, datelined November 23, 1915, struck with a straight line
postal stop cancellation and by rural route carrier 76, who carried the mail
to Lemland where it was struck with the bilingual Russian type (Swedish/
Russian) circular date stamp, then to the Tornio censor office where it

was inspected and passed as shown by the censor’s
mark struck diagonally across the address. Then
from Tornio to Seattle, Washington and forwarded
to Anacortes (pop. about 5,000), a small fishing center
on an island in Pugent Sound which also served as a
port of call for several steamship companies. Surely
Edla found in her new residence surroundings that
reminded her of Lemland.
The Lemland cds is partially unreadable and
without an arrival datestamps, the duration of the
trip remains uncertain. Although somewhat untidy,
nonetheless a remarkable communication from
a sister residing in a very small seaport town in
Lemland Island noting that the family is well and
wishing her “American” sister a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year.
If you have an example of Finnish emigrant mail
from circa 1880-1920, to the USA or Canada we
would like to illustrate it in the newsletter.
From the collection of L. L. Tann.
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Secret Censorship During Finland First Decades of Autonomy
By Jorma Keturi, Reprinted from Tabellarius, (2001)
Translated by Carita Parker

Secret letter inspection has
post office engaged in clandestine
centuries of tradition. In Europe
inspections right after the end of
beginning the latter Middle
minor hostilities in 1743, and had
Ages letters were surreptitiously
to report any writings pertaining to
read. The practice spread to
military security to the sovereign
France, England, Spain, and to
in Stockholm.
the German states. The French
When the Russian army led
Cardinal Richelieu established
by Count Buxhoevden pushed into
a clandestine department, “The
Sweden-ruled Finland in 1808, field
Black Cabinet,” within the Paris
post under the chief commander
postal office in 1628, where
followed and he received new
letter mail passing was opened
directives from the St. Petersburg
and inspected. The activity was
postmaster. In a bulletin of May
done in extreme secrecy and the
1808, the commander during the
postal employees performing the
heat of war issued an order to
task became very good in the
Finland’s postmasters whereby all
opening and resealing of letters.
letter mail arriving in post offices
Letters were opened and resealed
addressed to or coming from
so skillfully that the addressee had
the Russian side of the realm’s
no way of telling that his or her
former border, as well as all letters
letter had been tampered with.
addressed to abroad or outside of
In Russia clandestine
Russian troop war zones was to
inspection had been going on long Figure 1. Kustaa Ladau was appointed Finland’s postmaster be directed to a newly established
general in 1811. He led the “Black Cabinet” operations
before regular postal delivery effectively and purposefully and reported directly even to field post office. Letters to
operations started in 1665. The the emperor about information he had obtained. Ladau was Russian-conquered territories
inspections, however, were a member of the governing council as well.
were to be delivered straight to the
irregular and poorly organized
destination.
due to the small number of letter mail passing through the
Pursuant to St. Petersburg Postmaster Kalin’s orders letters
Post, thus the benefit of this activity was questionable. After to across the border ended up with a field post office manager
Russia made peace with Poland in 1667, a postal exchange named Yrjö Hubner. According to directives Hubner received
agreement between the two states was included in the Peace he was to keep a list of all opened letter mail and if the content
Treaty of Andrusovo.
was significant to further mark that in a book for inspected
Thus, for the first time commercial letter exchange was in letters. Thus, nearly 100 years after Russia opened the “Black
the hands of the stateCabinet” office, it
run postal service,
had now “arrived”
which facilitated
in Finland, too.
systematic spying
The clandestine
of the mails. There
inspections
was no actual “Black
under Finland’s
Cabinet” known in
circumstances
Russia prior to the
became an effective
period of Peter the
and economical
Great and according
information
to new research, it
system from which
began during 1714the sovereign got
1718. Censoring
to know of any
activity, however, was
external or internal
not unknown even to
dangers threatening
Sweden-Finland.
the
country’s
The manager of the Figure 2. A letter from Uppsala to Turku in February of 1825, the addressee was a member security.
As
Ahvenkoski border of the Senate and a noteworthy person also from the secret inspection perspective.
soon as the war
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erupted, a man by
and to the detriment
the name of Kustaa
of Ladau this proved
Ladau had on orders
to be a short-lived
from the emperor
solution.
offered himself
In the fall of
in the service of
1811, the emperor
the army’s chief
accepted
the
commander and
Armfelt-revised
later on Ladau
proposal and at
to became head
the same time
of Buxhoevden’s
named
Kustaa
civil
affairs
Ladau as Finland’s
bureau. Ladau was
postmaster general
responsible for
and a member of
wartime government
Finland’s
then
organization and
governing council.
also of postal
Already at the start
matters including Figure 3. The “Black Cabinet” in Turku had opened the letter by breaking the seal and then of the following year
secret
letter cutting the cover flap so that all traces of it having been opened was completely hidden by Ladau presented the
melting same colored wax on the breaking point.
censoring. He ran
governor general
the affairs of government effectively and purposefully and with a list of names of the most qualified candidates for the new
the next year after having resigned from his job received a postal positions. Ladau specifically requested of the emperor
very positive assessment of his performance from the chief to confirm the appointment of Mr. Hubner as expeditor for
commander. Even the Russian emperor heard of Ladau’s high departing postal mail, and a couple of weeks later, for the
professional skills.
transfer of the language translator, Hornborg, at the Finland
After the end of the war over Finland in 1809, the field affairs commission to Finland’s postal administration.
post office was transferred to Turku, an important border post
In order to keep the secret inspections under wraps, the
office between Russia and Sweden and for postal exchanges consent for appointing individuals to such an activity could
via there to other countries. The office duties of the manager only come from the postmaster and governor general, and the
were to oversee especially letter mail from Sweden to new emperor himself. Finland’s governing council had worked on a
and old Finland and visa versa. Furthermore, attention was new postal ordinance for presentation to the emperor, but due to
to be given letters arriving from England via Gothenburg. the war Alexander I spent long periods abroad, the committee
The Turku border post office operated under
for Finland affairs had to postpone its final
the Russian Interior Ministry and the St.
presentation until 1816, when approved by
Petersburg postal government as a Russian
the emperor.
bureau, but this arrangement was meant to
The first postal ordinance meant to
be only temporary.
be only temporary was valid for about
Prior to the appointment of Ladau as
five years. The new ordinance had notable
Finland’s postmaster general, he had already
ramifications from a state as well as secret
started to plan how to organize the postal
censoring perspective. The emperor
institution in accordance with the emperor’s
abolished the postal service special status
wishes. As a result at the end of 1810,
above the Senate that the temporary
Ladau’s proposal was with M. Speranski
ordinance had granted the governor general.
(The representative of Finland affairs to the
Thus, the continuation of inspections was in
emperor in St. Petersburg) who then asked
jeopardy, because Ladau no longer solely
Finland’s Governor General, Steinheil, for Figure 4. The “Black Cabinet” seized had the upper hand in personnel choices
his opinion on the proposal. With only minor and confiscated letter where the wax without Senate interference. Furthermore,
seal was broken in such a way that it
changes the proposal was further delivered could have been repaired with same the ordinance stipulated a decrease in
for evaluation to the Count G. Armfelt colored wax to look nearly as good as the number of postal positions. From the
before being presented to the emperor. the original.
content of the ordinance one might assume
Armfelt added a paragraph to the proposal that changed it that Finland’s postal service would have been a totally free and
to temporary and the validity to one year. The most puzzling independent institution. But the truth proved slightly different,
aspect with Ladau’s plan was that Finland’s governing council evident from Speranski’s letter to the Russian interior minister
(later the Senate) was to be bypassed in matters concerning in September of 1818, where he informs of establishing a
the naming of postal service officials. But then Ladau together special Finnish postal service and the naming of K. Ladau
with the governor general could assign their own trusted men as its director. Speranski in his letter added: “After having
to important positions. However, thanks to the Count Armfelt accepted these proposals, the emperor asked me to introduce
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for Finland affairs dared not at all to side with the governor
on this.
The postal director had particularly noticed that the most
influential positions in Finland had fallen under the sphere
of the “Willebrand-clique” (later “Mannerheim-clique”)
consisting of a certain circle of relatives and their closest
friends. Of this the postal director had informed the emperor.
Because this powerful group was the object of secret censoring
it may be appropriate here to briefly explain how this “clique”
was formed. Of the three daughters of Major-General E.G.
Willebrand (died 1809) who had been the owner of the
Jokioinen iron works as well as governor of the Turku and Pori
provinces, one was married to the Baron Kaarle Mannerheim
who had been head of Finland’s former legation. Another
married the Wyborg province governor Kaarle Walleen and
a third her cousin Adolf F. von Willebrand a member of the
committee for Finland affairs. These three men were among
the most influential in Finland.
From the letters he had inspected Ladau discovered
real opinions about himself. Both Baron Mannerheim and
A. von Willebrand who for many years had been Ladau’s
colleagues in the governing council were on several issues
strongly opposed to his proposals. When discussing the postal
ordinance Willebrand had stressed how completely against
the spirit of the law and how exceptional to the principles
otherwise observed in Finland’s system of government that a
postal director, subordinate to the government council had a
Figure 5. With the 1816 ordinance confirmed by the emperor the postal place and a voting right in it.
director had to function under the supervision of Finland’s Senate. The
Apparently Ladau resorted to letter spying for very
ordinance coming into effect made the secret inspections much more personal reasons. In reporting to the Russian emperor Ladau
difficult to perform.
introduced serious, but unfounded claims about the “clique”
activities that did not lead to any particular action by the
Mr. Ladau to Your Highness in order that he would receive
personally from you instructions about everything that both emperor. In their letters amongst themselves the members of the
postal institutions might have in common.” The “in common” “clique” used assumed names that changed every few months.
could be interpreted as the spying by the Post approved by the This trick made the secret inspections more difficult.
The censoring did not only include letter mail, but also
emperor himself.
In Finland the energetic Ladau would with all his might newspapers by postal delivery from abroad, mainly Sweden
ascertain that the inspections were carried out. The governor that was thoroughly checked. Ladau had informed the governor
general was, of course, aware of this operation but did not general of Sweden’s possible vindictiveness and explained that
actively support it. And the other high office holders in Finland the newspaper articles molded people’s opinions against Russia.
were kept ignorant as much as possible about these activities. Many a subscriber must have wondered what happened to their
Mr. Ladau assured: “With a most high decree, I have been newspaper disappearing due to the secret censoring organized
ordered to absolutely conceal the clandestine action from Count by Ladau. The newspapers were confiscated as such or had
Armfelt, the Undersecretary of State, the Baron Rehbinder, and the most damaging sections copied in writing and then sent to
the governor general for further action. One of the arguments
likewise from the entire Finland’s Senate.”
Soon after Ladau took office, most of Finland’s prominent between the governor and the postal director actually did
officials came to realize that their letter mail was subjected involve the confiscation of newspapers from Sweden.
The clandestine operation ran at its maximum during
to the activities of the “Black Cabinet.” Consequently, these
officials whenever possible used their own courier service. 1812-1816, but due to the changes brought on by the new
Although most of the officials disapproved of Ladau they, postal ordinance Ladau worried about the effectiveness of the
nonetheless, were aware of the postal director’s great influence inspections. The right of the Senate to name the postmasters first
and foremost influenced the effectiveness, because the postal
among the Russian ministers and the emperor.
Due to conflicting opinions about the inspections, the bond director did not get to appoint to the positions those persons
between Finland’s governor general and Ladau deteriorated, with whom he could have entrusted the clandestine activity. As
and as a result the governor tried to oust Ladau from his a result the Helsinki postal censoring came to a halt, because
governing council membership, without success. Sensing the the director showed mistrust in the postmaster of that particular
emperor’s desire to keep Ladau in the council, the committee office. Another factor was that while the postal director was
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Figure 6. Arseni Zakrevski was Finland’s governor general
during1824-1831. He functioned in close cooperation with
Finland’s postal director in order to develop and maintain the
secret letter inspections in the Grand Duchy of Finland’s postal
service.

occupied elsewhere, the Senate did not agree to assign the
director’s duties to the postal secretary or chief accountant,
but instead brought in people from outside the bureau. This
practice carried the risk of the inspections being exposed. And
the decrease in the number of postal workers, as stipulated in the
1816 postal ordinance, resulted in fewer inspections, too.
In May of 1819 while in St. Petersburg, Mr. Ladau sent
the emperor a letter in French saying that effective measures
had to be taken in order that secret censoring in Finland not
entirely cease, which “certainly would happen as a result of
the present postal organization and its government in Finland.”
The next year the postal director sent his memos to the minister
in charge of Russia’s postal affairs, the Count Golitzyn, where
he empathized again the necessity for making the spying more
effective. However, the proposals introduced by Ladau did not
lead to any action on the part of the minister who himself did
not favor the “Black Cabinet” activities even in Russia.
The change of governor general in Finland in the fall of
1823, proved later a great advantage to the continuation of the
Ladau-led inspections. The new Governor, Arseni Zakrevski,
initially handled his duties from St. Petersburg before the
emperor eventually persuaded him to take up his position in
Finland. The post of governor general of Finland did not please
Zakrevski who found this task to be beneath him. Besides, his
knowledge of languages was limited only to Russian, thus the
forming of any personal ties with Finnish officials became
stunted and superficial.
However, during the reign of Nicholas I, Zakrevski was
better able to realize any plans he might have harbored. Soon
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after ascending the throne the emperor had been forced to put
down a threatening revolt and as result strongly resisted any
liberal ideas. These revolutionary moveents led to a tightening
of censoring activities and the emperor to view the secret
inspections in a more favorable light.
The ties between the Senate and Zakrevski were severely
damaged in 1825, when the governor bypassed the committee
for Finland affairs and introduced matters concerning Finland
directly to the emperor, instead. However, the date for the
proposals to come into effect had to be postponed due to
Emperor Alexander’s illness and death at the end of 1825.
The postal director experienced great financial difficulties
personally and requested the governor’s cooperation in asking
the emperor for debt-forgiveness. But during the reign of
Alexander the matter did not reach a conclusion, even though
the emperor approved of the governor general’s proposal
according to which half of the debt would be forgiven. This
charitable gesture strengthened the director’s willingness to
serve and added to his loyalty toward both the emperor and
his representative in Finland, the governor general.
Mr. Ladau had earlier suggested changes in Finland’s
postal ordinance that were relayed by the governor to the
emperor. In practice this would have meant a return to the
1811 temporary ordinance. The proposals for changes in the
secret censoring activity included:
1. The clandestine operations were to be started in
Turku and Helsinki. In Turku because the letter mail from
Sweden ran mainly through there and the city’s university
was involved in a vast letter correspondence with all localities
in Finland. And Helsinki because through there flowed all of
the abundant letter mail from the city’s offices and merchant
businesses.
2. The number of postal employees had to be increased
by one in both cities.
3. Care had to be taken to keep the Senate majority
from appointing untrustworthy individuals to positions in the
clandestine activity.
4. The employees were to be paid in addition to their
regular salary a “motivational” extra 300 rubles from the
governor’s secret account set up for this purpose.
5. The inspections were to be trusted to individuals
screened for this purpose or to the Turku and Helsinki
postmasters.
6. The postal director would decide whether a person
chosen for the task was to do the inspections alone or with
the postmaster.
7. The postal director was in charge of the censoring
activity and gave the required instructions to the inspectors.
8. The postal director had the right in difficult cases to
ask for advice from the governor general.
9. Precaution had to be taken so that the increase in the
number of officials did not arouse public suspicion.
10. Suitable office space had to be acquired for the
inspections.
11. The proper tools for the inspections were obtained
from the St. Petersburg postal director. Either these were
not available in Helsinki or getting them there would have
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attracted attention.
Mr. Zakrevski approved of the
aforementioned proposals as such. Next,
Ladau composed a proposal for a letter of
command for the emperor to be signed by
him addressed to: Finland’s Mr. Governor
General and Aide-de-Camp Zakrevski that
read: “As We (= the emperor) already
through the postal director have informed,
We wish to have the clandestine operations
in Finland aimed at only those persons’ letter
mail that for some reason attracts suspicion,
therefore decreeing this addendum:
1. The secret inspections must be in
both of Finland’s most important cities,
Helsinki and Turku.
2. Finland’s postal director are
to have directives on which to base the
information to notify you about everything Figure 7. Lieutenant Taube’s December 1825 letter from Käkisalmi to Sweden’s crown prince
that warrants special attention and to give in Stockholm. (KA collections)
orders to those officials he has chosen to
perform the task.
General Zakrevski had approved of Ladau’s suggestion to have
3. If the 3000 rubles is not enough that the St. Petersburg the inspections include all of the letter mail to and from the
postmaster annually sends to Finland’s postal director to use Helsinki post office.
for the inspections, then additional funds shall be requested
With his clandestine operations Mr. Ladau provided
from the postal department head in St. Petersburg.
Zakrevski with important support in his attempts to undo the
St. Petersburg, March 27, 1826.”
Russian emperor’s trust for Finland’s most powerful officials.
Thus, as far as the inspections Ladau had gotten approval The “Black Cabinet” continued in Finland even after K. Ladau’s
for all he requested. Furthermore, for very sensitive tasks death in 1833. Governor Zakrevski, in turn, had resigned from
he could each time appoint a person he deemed suitable. his post a couple of years earlier after falling out of favor with
Even financially the continuation of this activity was secure. the sovereign.
However, the nature of Ladau’s inspection activity indicated
The secret inspections continued in Finland until
that he did not pay much attention to the important point in the 1869, when the St. Petersburg postal department ended its
emperor’s letter namely that only those persons’ letter mail that financsupport.
for some reason aroused suspicion was to be censored. Governor

1915 Red Cross Charity Labels & Overprint PC

Continued from page 16.

Imperial Bonds as Franking
as postage. At the time, Finland was preparing to demonetize
kopek franking on domestic mail, which it did on November 29,
1917, and would not likely have issued a bulletin concerning the
“Imperial bonds” given their relative franking insignificance.
So the question is raised; is the Helsinki cover just a philatelic
novelty of the “end of kopek franking period” in Finland or
a genuine rarity? What is your view? Your comments are
encouraged and welcomed.
References:
1. Helsinki cover ex Hans Urbak collection, Denmark.
2. Jon Iversen, who first brought this cover to the Editor’s
attention.
3. David Skipton, Rossica Society, translation and comment.
4) L. L. Tann, Notes on the Ekaterinburg Cover, BSRP
Newsletter, No. 32, June 2007.
Roger Quinby and L. L. Tann

During the Great
War, several charities
were organized to aid
the wounded soldiers
and their families. We
are all familiar with
the 1914/1915 charity
stamps issued by the
Czarina’s charitable
organization. Lesser known are the “Red Cross” labels shown
above and the 10 penni postal stationery card over printed with
a 50 penni surcharge stamp as shown on page 1.
Once again we are calling upon our readers to provide
additional information on these items: Which organization
printed the labels? When and where were they printed? How
many were printed? Only in sheets of four, in two colors,
orange (not shown) and red orange, shown above? Are the
labels known on cover? If not, why not? And why are these
items so damn mysterious? Are they genuine or fakes?
We want to hear from you by e-mail or letter.
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Type 1889/ 5 Penni B Perforation First Printings
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By Heikki Reinikainen, Reprinted from Filatelisti, 5/1999
Translated by Carita Parker and Heikki Reinikainen

The green 5 penni M/89
go cylinder press, earliest
initial B perforations have
known cancellation, is
always been somewhat
November 1895. Since this
puzzling even to researchers.
new printing press was not
According to accounts from
acquired until early 1895, the
the Aaro Laitinen and Matti
pale B perforations belong
Poutvaara era, perhaps even
to emission 7 (completed
earlier, it has been recognized
in August 1895, totaling
that the B perforations issued
1,250,000 specimens).
during 1895 are different
Previously, the altered
in appearance to the A
appearance of the stamps
perforations from the same
caused by the changing of
printing emission. The very
printing presses has not been
first B perforated stamps
taken into consideration. Only
apparently originate from
Mr. Erkki Larkka mentions
printing emission 6, bluishprinting condition changes,
green completed in November
but stops short of furthering
1894, totaling 2,153,000
the idea. However, changes
specimens. The gumming
were bound to occur when
and perforating was done in
the old, worn-out machine
several lots during 1895, and
was replaced with a modern
the stamps then delivered
precision printing press, new
to the Post for distribution.
ink mixes, change of underThus, the stamps perforated
padding, and most likely new
in early 1895 received the
personnel to operate it. (A
A perforations and the later
similar situation is known e.g.
ones the B perforations. Why Top row: 2 blue green (4-7) light and dark stamps of emission 12. in the type 1875. Here, too, the
then have all the literary Bottom left: emission 13, pale green (3-4). Bottom right: emission 14, stamp appearance changed
bluish green (3-5). Emission 14 had quite a short validity time, a few
sources I have encountered months only. Hence, cancelled items are difficult to find and unused considerably with the use of
mentioned without dissent ones are not so easy, either.
a new printing press).
that the appearance of the B
The dark blue-green
perforations differ from the A perforations and so might be stamp lot completed in 1895 is also from emission 7, because
from different printing emissions. But, it has not been indicated it does not fit in anywhere else according to the earliest dated
from which.
information in the Handbook manufacture and delivery
The stamps from the 6th emission are generally darker index. It could very well be assumed that as the too pale B
(4-6) and somewhat smudgy with the ink color varying from perforations were considered new printing press trial runs the
bluish-green to yellowish, whereas the B perforations appear ink was darkened, but then the new emission proved much too
noticeably pale (2-3) having a flat printing appearance, so dark and so, as a trial lot added to the previous in the bookthat the lettering and other details do not stand out. A closer keeping. Also, the rather sparse appearance of single stamps
examination reveals that the emission 6 A perforations appear in the mass-emissions would point to the above.
to be greatly similar to the previous printing emissions 4 and
However, the ink problems continued in emission 8
5 (old printing press), but the B perforations are similar to (pale bluish-green, completed in February of 1896, totaling
the subsequent emissions 7, dark blue-green and 8, light 994,000 specimens) where the ink was lightened, but in the
bluish-green (new printing press). The dark color on the dark next emission, 9 (light bluish-green, completed in May of 1896,
blue-greens should not be of concern, since their appearance totaling 2,070,000 specimens) the ink appeared darker. Thus, in
seems to be the same as the others. From this a new philatelic less than a year four emissions were printed with the new press
observation it can be said that the pale B perforations are where the ink color varied greatly, and only the fourth seemed
really of a printing emission all their own. In other words, to have been satisfactory judging from the printed quantity.
they are of the 5 penni first printing emission made with There must have been lots of difficulties with operating the
Finland’s Bureau of Printing new two-colored stop-and- new printing press.
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Addendum
A theory here about the change in the appearance of the
green 5 penni M/89 at the end of 1895, that appears with the
B perforations and therefore makes perfect sense because the
perforator was acquired just for the new printing press. The
emission 7 is thus divided in two parts and that must be taken
into account in the specification table.

I’m waiting with interest for reader comments on my
explanations; all addendum as well as corrections are quite
welcome. Lastly I wish to thank Erkki Larkka from the bottom
of my heart for his great help that made the developing of this
theory possible.

Lipola З Registration Label Added to Growing List of Known Cyrillic Labels

Uncensored registered letter, Lipola, 14.IX.14, to St. Petersburg. Courtesy, Merkki-Albert.

In the August 2006 newsletter we reprinted Matti Sipari’s 8/2005 article from
Filatelisti on the З Russian language registration labels of Finnish post offices. In that
article seven covers with З labels were identified representing seven different post offices.
Since then the list has grown to 16 covers from 12 different post offices.
Above is the latest find, pictured in Mikkola and Könönen’s new reference manual
on the Postmarks Used in the Territories Ceded to USSR. Several questions come to
mind: Did the FGPO issue a bulletin circa 1910 announcing the new З labels and which
post offices were to receive them? Were the З labels to the various towns issued about
the same time? Are there any other archival records pertaining to the issuance and
distribution of these labels?
To date, my information is based on the references in Matti Sipari’s article, which
mentions a FGPO bulletin from 1917 indicating that the З labels are withdrawn, and an
empirical search with the assistance of our readers to identify these elusive items. Once
again I call upon our readers to help provide more details about when these labels came
into use. A list of known З labels as of August 2007 is shown on the right.
Roger Quinby

���������������������
�����������������
Kaitärvi
Kaitärvi
Johannes
Koirinoja
Kavantsaari
Tornio
Wyborg
Wyborg
Åbo
Uleåborg
Tammerfors
Tammerfors As.
Tasvastehus
Imatra
Ekenäs
Helsinki
Helsinki (perforated)
�����������������
Kotka
Björneborg B.
Åbo-Turku
Sveaborg
Hangö
Helsingfors B
Voikka
Vuoksi
Raumo
Helsinki (perforated)
Helsinki
Helsinki
Helsinki (perforated)
Helsinki Ho. 1
Wyborg As.
Lipola

��������
No. 21
No. 36
No. 139
No. 149
No. 166
No. 419
No. 644
No. 736
No. 808
No. 903
No. 319
No. 517
No. 224
No. 722
No. 172
No. 633
No. 530
��������
No. 247
No. 730
No. 791
No. 877
No. 32
No. 1000
No. 47
No. 122
No. 559
No. 75
No. 583
No. 767
No. 911
No. 929
No. 873
No. 20
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The Turku Figure Marks, Part 1- No. 46 September 2, 1878 - March 15, 1879
By Reinhard Weber, from Abophil, No. 1, 2007
Tranlated by Martti Vihanto and Carita Parker

Of
Finland’s
approximately 600
figure marks, some
twenty can be associated
with Turku.
According to the
numbering by E.A.
Hellman and Aaro
Figure 1. Turku Figure Cancel No. 46. Laitinen the first of
these is No. 64, which
will be the subject of an article in the future. Here
we begin with Figure Cancel No. 46, the lowest
numbered Turku figure cancel.
The postman apparently made the cancel
himself either from rubber or wood. The cancel has
five bars forming a circular mark design. On the left
side of the upper bar there is a sharp point and to
the right a notch. Another bar has a big notch to the
right and a small opening near the middle. The three
upper bars are wider than the other two. The ink on
all the marks is black that I know of.
The earliest marks that I am aware of are from
September 2, 1878 on letter and/or clipping. Each
has a blue 20 penni type 1875 stamp. The latest
cancellation that I know of is 15.3.1879 on a 40 penni
postal cover from 1871. I have seen a total of 31 of
the figure marks. The Laitinen estimate of the grade
of rarity “not quite ordinary” (R2 or 21-50 findings)
is near accurate. New findings are still possible. I am
grateful for any new information.
Reported Usages of Figure Cancel No. 46

Figure 2. Beautiful strip of three 5 penni Type 1875 stamps with
two nearly complete strikes of Figure Cancel No. 46.

Figure 3. All Figure Cancel No. 46 strikes are known on type 1875 stamps, letters
or clippings except for this 1871 40 penni entire also with the Åbo double ring
datestamp, 15.3.79. This the last known strike of this figure cancel.

Letters, entires, and clippings
40 p 1871 postal stationery cover (15.3.1879)
20 p 1875 clipping (right side imperforate)
20 p 1875 letter (3 each)
32 p 1875 letter
10 p 1875 postal card (4 each)
Single stamps
2 p 1875 (2 each)
5 p 1875
5 p 1875 pair
5 p 1875 triple row
5 p 1875 four row
8 p 1875 (2 each)
20 p 1875 (7 each)
32 p 1875 (5 each)
32 p 1875 pair

Figure 4. The earliest known strike of Figure cancel No. 46 is found
on the September 2, 1878 clipping with the 20 penni 1875 stamp.
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Helsinki Local Letter Franked with “Imperial Bonds” or Vouchers

During the turbulent war years the Imperial Russian Empire
suffered many calamities and shortages including a shortage of
metal coins. Paper coins were issued as replacements in 1915
but they were never intended for use as postage. However, the
FGPO possibly by mistakenly interrupting regulations from
Petrograd issued a bulletin on October 21, 1915 allowing the
10, 15 and 20 kopek paper coins as franking. These “exchange
coins” as they are known were printed on thin cardboard and
pictured the Romanov Czars in the same likeness and colors
of the 1913 Romanov Tercentenarymstamp issues. A second
FGPO bulletin, issued on December 18, 1915, invalidated

the exchange stamps for postage but many
covers passed through the Finnish Post
unnoticed until the demonetization of kopek
franking for domestic mail in November
1917. A second series of emergency coins
were never allowed for franking mail but
accepted postal usage is also known.
The pictured cover is similar to the
covers franked with emergency coins in
that Russian Imperial money was glued
to a cover to pay the kopek letter rate in
Finland. This cover is addressed to Mr. Arlo
Valle (Wally or Vally) at 10 Kupecheskaya
(Merchant) Street, Apt. 3, Helsingfors. It is
postmarked at Helsinki, 8. XI. 17, one day
after the Bolshevik Revolution and franked
with four 3 kopek 1909 Coat-of-Arms issues
and eight Imperial bonds or vouchers
totaling 12 kopeks meeting the correct 24
kopek letter rate within Finland.
However, on the front a postal clerk
noted in blue pencil “8p” and affixed the
boxed T postage due mark. These markings
indicate that the post office disregarded the
paper bonds and found the letter 4 kopeks
under rate at the local letter 16 kopek tariff
and doubled the deficiency without a further
adjustment in the exchange rate. The rate for
a local letter at the time was 20 penni or 16
kopeks while the normal first weight letter
rate was 30 penni or 24 kopeks, the sender’s
intended franking.
Ordinarily, the Helsinki cover would
not attract much attention except that a
Russian cover from Ekaterinburg, 15.
11.17, to a factory in Perm was also franked
with 2 and 3 kopek “Imperial bonds”, and
sold at a May 2007 Cherrystone auction in
New York for $5,000, a very substantial
sum. According to an article in the June
BSRP Newsletter, the Ekaterinburg cover
is franked with a 10 kopek Arms stamp
plus two “Imperial bonds,” (2 and 3 kopek
values) to meet the 15 kopek letter rate. The
bonds used to make up the rate on the Ekaterinburg cover are
exactly the same as the 2 and 3 kopek bonds shown on the
reverse side of the Helsinki cover and tied with the helsinki
datestamp. According to the BSRP newsletter the bonds were
valid for postage in Russia and bonds on cover are “extremely
rare, if not unique.”
If the “Imperial bonds” were valid for franking in Russia
it is likely they would have enjoyed equal validity in Finland,
but we cannot find any FGPO bulletin authorizing these bonds
Continued on page 12, See Imperial Bonds as Franking.

